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The large Moleskine 18-Month Weekly Notebook, with a black soft cover, runs from July 2016 to

December 2017 Formatted to show the week's appointments on the left and a ruled page for notes

and ideas on the right, this popular planner style is perfect for students, teachers and

professionals.Specifications:- Layout: Week on the left, ruled page on the right.- Date Range: Jul

2016 - Dec 2017- Dimensions: 5" x 8-1/4"- Soft Cover with Elastic Closure and Bookmark Ribbon-

Color: Black- Pages: 208- Pockets: Expandable inner pocket in cardboard and cloth.- Paper Weight:

70 gsm/47 lb.; FSC Certified Paper; Acid-Free (pH Neutral)
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This planner is excellent. It is soft-covered, so the band does leave a mark or imprint on the back

cover. It comes with alphabet and symbol stickers which will come in handy for marking important

events or exams in my calendar. The stickers are located in the back folder/pocket, which is nice for

a few notes and such that you don't want to have loose.The monthly calendar is pretty useful for

keeping track of deadlines, holidays, and vacations; there is a nice "notes" section underneath each

month. There are also a couple pages to keep track of your itinerary when traveling and a few

"timetable" pages which can come in handy for class schedules. The most useful part is the weekly

notebook: on the left page, there are sections for each day for you to mark important events,

assignments, and notes; the right page is all ruled for additional notes and reminders. This layout is

pretty flexible; I use the right page for checklists for things to buy and assignments.I like how the

weekly notebook and calendars list what week of the year it is. The calendar is listed Monday

through Sunday rather than Sunday through Saturday as I am accustomed to. This is not a big deal,

though. I look forward to using this during the school year!



I've been buying these for the past few years. I love the layout and usual quality of the books. Last

year's planner fell apart at the seams, and I was unable to connect with anyone to complain, but one

bad book out of the many I've used didn't sour me on the brand. I opted for a smaller book this year

after looking at the amount of writing I do in it. I figure I can cram everything into a smaller space

with no regrets.

Nice size and I really like the weekly format with an open opposite page to make lists or notes. Soft

cover makes it not as heavy but pages are thinner than usual Moleskine notebooks and my gel

pens show through

I actually used to use the Extra Large Softcover Moleskine Planner but I found that this size was

much more compact and it fit perfectly in my bag. It comes wrapped in shrink wrap inside the box,

so you don't have to worry about the book getting damaged in the mail. 's pricing is a little better

than what you'd get for this at a stationary store, and as an added benefit you get Prime Shipping

(so cheaper than ordering from the Moleskine website). Will be coming back in 18 months once this

one is used up to order a new one :)

I only use Moleskine notebooks and have been purchasing these for the last few years. Recently

tried this size for the first time and I don't mind it, but for the amount of daily notes I take, I may need

to switch back to the bigger one.

I really wish that the planner included both the entire summer as well as the calendar school year. I

had to get two differerent moleskin planners to cover both my summer semester (that began in

May), fall and spring. Overall, there is more than enough space to write down all I have to do. I

would buy it again.

Simple, easy, and well-organized planner. There are some extra pages that suit the frequent

traveler, and they're fun to look through, but I will not be using them. Other than those pages, there

really aren't any unnecessary junk pages or weird columns in any of the calendars. The planner is

very sleek and fits in many bags and purses. I will likely buy the planner again, once this one runs

its course!

I bought this planner for my husband who was getting lost in the sauce between course



assignments, homework, scheduling commitments, and life. I love moleskine products and have

been using them for years. This was a great, inexpensive product to help him get organized. One

side of the notebook provides you with the days of the week along with ample space to write in

meetings/homework/assignments/etc., while the other side gives you an entire page of "notebook

paper" to write whatever you so choose. Highly recommend. Durable, functional, minimalist looking,

and ultimately, a great way to help organize your day.
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